
 

 

講題：Strengthen Your Tactical Nous with Computer Vision and Virtual Reality 

Tactic training plays a crucial role in basketball offensive plays. With the aid of computer vision 
technology, we can track the players to detect wide open event and further help the coach to 
infer the tactics of each team. Moreover, virtual reality (VR) technology can be applied to improve 
the effectiveness and experience of tactic learning. In this talk, we will introduce a VR training 
framework, which allows the user to conveniently input target tactic and practice in a high-fidelity 
circumstance. By the assistance of our VR training system, the user can vividly experience how 
the tactics are executed by viewing from the specific player's viewing direction. Additionally, 
tactic movement guidance, action hint of how to offense effectively, and virtual defenders are 
rendered in our system to make the training more realistic. We designed two experiments and 
the results showed that players can strengthen their tactical nous and improve the efficiency of 
tactic training based on the proposed VR training system. 
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